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RPI TV Meeting Minutes
1 September 2009
Officers Present
Mike DiTore, Scott Altman, Dan Falkenstrom, Brian Michalski, Reilly Hamilton, Kyle
Mackenzie, Colin Sullivan, John Isabella, Sean Andrese, Thomas Falls, Haris Khan

Members Present
Andrew Armenia, Chris Butler, Raymond Colon, Charlie Emala, Peter Fernandes, John
Higham, Rob Humphreys, Jessica Mallow, Gabriel Malveaux, Robert McDonald, Nick
Milano, Tiffany Milano, Alexandra Niaura, Luis Peraza, James Petranik, Zachary Rowe,
Mackenzie Sullivan, Andrew Tamoney, Vincent Terranova

Non‐Members Present
Colin Kuebler

Mike opens the meeting, introducing the officers as the projector is set up to screen the
NRB production. Everyone introduces herself or himself as we wait, and Mike welcomes
everyone to the club.
On September 12th, we will be shooting a football game at ECAV, which is the new
sports stadium on campus. Football season will continue from there, with various
games throughout the month, and hockey season starts thereafter.
Both Football and Hockey games are broadcasted live online. We also regularly shoot
“Wednesday Night Live” at WRPI, with a new live band each week. In addition to these
regularly scheduled shoots, we produce news segments based on current events. We
also shoot numerous club and cultural events, about 15 or so each year. Creative
productions are also always on our mind, as we have the tools and technical ability to
produce just about anything, so if anyone would like to propose any ideas feel free to let
us know.
Scott presents the Operations Committee report: The Operations Committee is
responsible for many operations of the club, like equipment training. This Saturday, we
will be conducting an equipment training session during which we will demonstrate to
new members how to use the cameras, ect. After this session, we will have an optional
advanced training session for people who would like to learn how to use our video
switcher or audio mixer. Food will be provided on Saturday.
We also have a new equipment policy, which defines the rules on using equipment, and
training processes and standards. We will be presenting this equipment policy at a
business meeting soon, so members can vote on it.

From Brian the Station Manager: We film the senate meeting every week, which is a
really interesting event during which you can learn much about student government.
Senate meetings, Wednesday Night Live, and other productions such as our newest NRB
production entitled “MURSE”, are all available online for viewing.
Kyle talks about how RPI TV is a Union‐funded club, and how we have lots of money to
spend each year. He also mentions that he is the “EMPAC bitch”, and has frequently
helped RPI TV collaborate with EMPAC.
Andrew mentions that we also have some “DIY” pieces of equipment, such as the tally
light system that he has designed.
Reilly, our Public Relations Manager, discusses the ads that are circulating on Concerto,
as well as Wednesday Night Live which will be starting in two weeks.
Someone would like to know when the NRB production will be aired on Channel 6, and
Mike tells him that there will be an email sent out to notify members of the air time.
Someone asks if there will be some sort of training for actors, or on‐screen people. We
really have never had a formal system for that sort of thing, but we are open to try new
things, and work with different organizations on campus that may specialize in those
areas.
Someone else asks if members can be involved in all productions (sports, creative, ect).
Members can help with as many productions as they would like to. In the past, we have
had productions with too many people working on them, as well as productions with
only two people working, when there could have been much more.
“MURSE” is screened for the members of the club, and brings much laughter.

